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Introduction



1. Case Study – ChatGPT Citations
2. Perception and availability of AI
3. Rule 1.1 – obligation to remain competent when using AI + benefits/risks of AI
4. Rule 1.6 – ways to mitigate AI confidentiality concerns
5. Rule 5.3 – duty to supervise AI system and review its work product
6. Rule 1.4 – duty to disclose use of AI 
7. Rule 1.15  – AI work product is part of the client file and must be preserved
8. Rule 8.3(a) – Reporting Professional Misconduct
9. Practical Tips
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Case Study – ChatGPT Citations



• Mata v. Avianca, Inc., No. 22-CV-1461 (PKC), (S.D.N.Y. May 4, 2023)
• Attorney cited multiple non-existent cases relying on ChatGPT

 Case Study – ChatGPT Citations
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Lawyers’ Perceptions of AI



• Only 10% believe AI will have a “transformative impact on 
law practice.”

• 60% have no plans to use the technology at this time.

 Lawyers’ Perceptions of AI



• Would like to use AI for research (59%), drafting documents 
(53%), streamlining work (46%), and document analysis 
(40%).

 Lawyers’ Perceptions of AI



AI Legal Services on the Market



AI Services on the Market

• Technology Assisted Review (“TAR”)
• Analyzes documents that human reviewers have marked 

and feeds the reviewers documents of the same type.
• Can decide which documents are responsive and 

unresponsive by learning from human reviewers.



AI Services on the Market

• Identify key documents
• Make privilege determinations
• Issue tag
• Search discovery documents for relevant evidence
• Review legal bills 



AI Services on the Market

• AI can do more nuanced work as well, including drafting contracts and 
writing briefs.

• Chat GPT, a popular AI chatbot, can perform a variety of legal tasks, 
including analyzing a legal scenario and providing the available causes of 
action.

• GPT-4 passed the July 2022 bar exam, outperforming ninety percent of new 
lawyers taking the exam.



Chat GPT
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VA Rule 1.1 - Competence



Rule 1.1 - Competence

Rule 1.1: A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a 
client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, 
skill, thoroughness, and preparation reasonably necessary for 
the representation.



Rule 1.1 - Competence

Comment [6]: To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, 
a lawyer should engage in continuing study and education in 
the areas of practice in which the lawyer is engaged. 
Attention should be paid to the benefits and risks associated 
with relevant technology.



AI Benefits

• Allows lawyers to catch more mistakes, such as overturned 
legal authority

• Supplements legal expertise

• Reduces costs for clients



AI Risks

• Difficult to supervise

• Takes legal decision-making away from the lawyer

• Creates errors that may be difficult to catch



Mitigating AI Risks

• When evaluating work product generated by AI, consider 
whether it is defensible, consistent, and coherent.

• Take proactive steps to understand how the AI system 
operates and play an active role in training the system.

• Inquire with vendor about how the technology operates, 
common pitfalls, and tips for accurate outcomes.



Black Box AI

Black box AI is any type of artificial intelligence (AI) that is so 
complex that its decision-making process cannot be explained in 
a way that can be easily understood by humans.



Black Box AI

Proprietary IT – the inner workings of an AI model are kept 
secret to protect intellectual property.

Deep learning – Deep neural networks (DNNs) and deep 
learning algorithms create thousands (and sometimes millions) 
of non-linear relationships between inputs and outputs. The 
complexity of the relationships makes it difficult for a human to 
explain which features or interactions led to a specific output.



Black Box AI

• Potential for misinterpretation

• Improper weight assigned to various inputs

• Will defend its own errors



VA Rule 1.6 - Confidentiality



Rule 1.6 - Confidentiality

(a) Except when permitted under paragraphs (b) or (c), a lawyer shall not:
• Reveal information protected by the attorney-client privilege.
• Reveal information gained in the professional relationship that the client 

has requested be held inviolate or the disclosure would be embarrassing 
or detrimental to the client.

• But, can reveal information where explicitly or impliedly authorized by 
the client.



Rule 1.6 - Confidentiality

Paragraphs (b) and (c) permit disclosure when necessary:
• When client has committed fraud related to the subject of the representation 

against a third party.
• To report misconduct of another attorney under Rule 8.3.
• When client has stated intention to commit a crime reasonably certain to result 

in death, substantial bodily harm, or substantial injury to the financial interests 
or property of another.  Should advise client of consequences of disclosure and 
urge them not to commit the crime.

• To establish a defense to allegations or criminal/civil claims against the lawyer 
in a controversy between the lawyer and client.

• To comply with other law or a court order.



Rule 1.6 – Confidentiality (continued)

Paragraphs (b) and (c) permit disclosure when necessary:
• To protect client’s interest if lawyer is deceased, disabled, incapacitated, or 

incompetent.
• To participate in law office management assistance program approved by 

Virginia State Bar (or similar program).
• To provide information to an outside agency necessary for statistical, 

bookkeeping, accounting, data processing, printing, or other office management 
purposes, as long as attorney advises agency that information must be kept 
confidential and reasonably believes it will be treated as such.



Rule 1.6 - Confidentiality

The client information provided to the AI system is generally 
viewable to the system vendors and/or developers.



Rule 1.6 - Confidentiality

Rule 1.6(d) & Comment [19]:  A lawyer shall make 
reasonable efforts to prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized 
disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, information protected 
under this Rule.



Rule 1.6 - Confidentiality

Comment [20]: Rule 1.6(d) makes clear that a lawyer is not 
subject to discipline under this Rule if the lawyer has made 
reasonable efforts to protect electronic data, even if there is a 
data breach, cyber-attack or other incident resulting in the loss, 
destruction, misdelivery or theft of confidential client 
information. Perfect online security and data protection is not 
attainable. 



Rule 1.6 - Confidentiality

• All lawyers should take precautionary measures to understand the AI 
system’s operative security policies:
• Extent to which documents are retained
• The time frame for which they are preserved
• Any encryption technology used
• What departments or parties employed by the AI vendor can view the 

information
•  Plans in the event of a data breach

• Consider having an expert assist you



Rule 1.6 - Confidentiality

• Request  and retain copies of the system’s data privacy 
policies—if a client’s information is ever compromised as a 
result of a data breach, you will be glad that you have it. 

• Any information that you learn from vendors about the 
system’s security features should be memorialized in writing 
for the same purpose. 



VA Rules 5.1 and 5.3 - The Duty to Supervise



Rules 5.1 and 5.3 - Supervision

• VA Rule 5.1(b) states that a lawyer having direct supervisory 
authority over another lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to 
ensure that the other lawyer conforms to the Rules.

• VA Rule 5.3(b) provides that a lawyer must make reasonable 
efforts to ensure that the conduct of a non-lawyer service 
provider is compatible with the professional obligations of the 
lawyer.



The Duty to Supervise

• AI should be supervised in the same way as a non-lawyer.

• An AI system’s mistakes are your mistakes.
• Conduct a thorough review to validate results reached by AI and 

ensure consistency (e.g., by reviewing a sample set of documents).

• You need to make the final decision, not the AI.



The Duty to Supervise

• A lawyer who supervises other lawyers needs to know 
whether those other lawyers are using AI to perform legal 
tasks.



VA Rule 1.4 - Communication



Rule 1.4 - Communication

VA Rule 1.4 requires a lawyer to:
• (a) keep a client reasonably informed about the status of a matter and 

promptly comply with reasonable requests for information;
• (b) explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the 

client to make informed decisions; and
• (c) inform the client of facts pertinent to the matter and of 

communications from another party that may significantly affect 
settlement or resolution of the matter.



Rule 1.4 - Communication

• If you plan to use AI, explain to the client:
• The objective that AI involvement would achieve
• Anticipated monetary costs
• Any benefits or drawbacks to using AI over lawyer (or support staff) labor
 

• The potential benefits include increased accuracy, speed, cost savings, and 
replicability.

• Be prepared to answer any data security questions.  



The Duty of Communication

• In many situations, the costs related to use of an AI system will be 
passed along to the client.

• It is crucial that a lawyer include her client in those conversations.

• Some clients, including those with cost sensitivities or heightened 
privacy concerns, may prefer not to pay for additional technology or 
assume additional privacy risks inherent in using AI products.



VA Rule 1.15 – Safekeeping Property



Rule 1.15 states that:

• Comment [1]: A lawyer shall hold property of clients or third persons 
that is in a lawyer's possession in connection with a representation 
separate from the lawyer's own property. 

• Client property shall be appropriately safeguarded and preserved for 
a period of five years after termination of the representation.

• This includes the client’s file.

Rule of Professional Conduct 1.15



• Keep in mind that work product produced by AI as part of a 
case must be preserved as part of the client file.

Rule of Professional Conduct 1.15



VA Rule 5.5(c) – Unauthorized Practice of Law



Rule 5.5(c) states that:
• A lawyer shall not practice law in a jurisdiction in violation of 

the regulation of the legal profession in that jurisdiction, or 
assist another in doing so.

§ 54.1-3904.
• Any person who practices law without being authorized or 

licensed shall be guilty of a Class 1 misdemeanor.

Rule of Professional Conduct 5.5(c)



VA Rule 8.3(a) – Reporting Professional    
           Misconduct



Rule 8.3(a) states that:

• A lawyer having reliable information that another lawyer has 
committed a violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct 
that raises a substantial question as to that lawyer's honesty, 
trustworthiness or fitness to practice law shall inform the 
appropriate professional authority.

Rule of Professional Conduct 8.3



But note:

•  Rule 8.3(d) This rule does not require disclosure of information 
otherwise protected by Rule 1.6 or if lawyer is otherwise cooperating 
in a particular lawyer assistance effort and information is discovered 
in that program.

• Comment [3]: Lawyers are only obliged to report “substantial” 
violations of the rules, as requiring reporting of every violation has 
“proven to be unenforceable.”

Rule of Professional Conduct 8.3



Practical Tips



Practical Tips + Takeaways

• AI provides exciting opportunities for lawyers to supplement their legal expertise 
and complete tasks with greater efficiency.

• To protect confidentiality, do not enter client names into open-source AI systems.
• Do not assume that AI-generated answers are correct – always review the facts 

and law for yourself!  
• Ask yourself: Is the result accurate? Is it defensible?
• For high-volume projects, such as Technology Assisted Review for discovery, 

review a sample set of documents to confirm that the coding is correct.



Practical Tips + Takeaways

• Learn from the vendor how the system works and memorialize in writing any 
information you receive about the system’s privacy policies and anticipated 
response to a data breach.

• Ask the vendor for tips about how to obtain the most accurate, replicable outcome.
• Disclose actual or anticipated use of AI to supervising attorneys and the client, 

explaining the objectives that such use would achieve, monetary costs, potential 
savings, risks, and your plan for reviewing the work product for accuracy.

• Keep the Rules top of mind when using AI and do not hesitate to seek advice to 
ensure compliance.
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